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Product Overview

R.A.T. DWS is a triumphant return of the beloved Mad Catz R.A.T. wireless 
mouse. The additional and adjustable accessories fit different grip styles 
under every battle situation and are coupled with a dual-mode wireless 
connection that gives you the most convenient technique in gameplay. 
Equipped with the hyper-responsive 60M DAKOTA™ mechanical switch 
and the 16K high-end sensor, R.A.T. DWS achieves the ultimate 
performance, tracking ability, and longevity which other gaming mice can't 
compete with.

● Highly-customized accessories
● Mad Catz DAKOTA™ Switch - 2ms response time and 60M clicks
● 2.4G wireless and Bluetooth 5.0 connectivity
● Up to 300 hours of optimized battery life
● 16000 DPI PAW3335DB optical sensor



Choose Your Favorite Accessories as a Weapon

The additional modular accessories make every game become easier. Its adjustable palm rest and swappable 
pinkie rests can fit into every size of hands and accommodate all grip styles. These two sets of pinkie rests 
enhance the grip friction and prevent you from long-hour play discomfort.
Choose your favorite accessory and use it as your sharpest weapon to dominate and conquer your enemies!



Mad Catz DAKOTA™ Mechanical Switch

Mad Catz DAKOTA Mechanical Switch utilizes advanced signal-detection technology to eliminate the bouncing 
and debouncing effect of the sensor spin. This technology accurately registers each signal and allows the spin to 
perform accurate clicks. Moreover, the technology accelerates the response time to within only 2 milliseconds –
which is 60% faster than other mechanical switches!



R.A.T. DWS is equipped with dual-mode wireless - 2.4GHz and Bluetooth connections. The 2.4GHz wireless mode allows 
you to get access to a rapid 1ms response, also with the compatibility of wider range connection, while the low-latency 
Bluetooth mode can sustain to up to 300 hours with only one AA battery, which is engineered to optimize power 
consumption, allowing you to power through long hours of play.

Dual-Mode Wireless Connection



16K Optical Sensor

Developed by the most famous 
manufacturer, the advanced PAW3335DB 
optical sensor offers a hyper-resolution of 
16000 DPI, thereby providing a greater 
sensitivity that allows for an acute level of 
precision for victory.



Barrel Scroll  /  Precision Aim

The unique barrel scroll design on the R.A.T. DWS 
makes everything easier for gamers. By sliding the 
scroll to select different weapons under different 
situations, you can disrupt every offensive move 
under tough circumstances.

Nothing is more important than getting a headshot 
while in intense competition. The specially-designed 
precision aim button enables you to become the most 
dangerous sniper on the battlefield.



Up to 14 Programmable Buttons

Every complex command you take would be essential 
to your team. With the Mad Catz Cyborg Engine, you 
can set up various advanced hotkeys and macros on 
each of 14 buttons onto 4 on-board profiles by which 
every magic spell or melee skill can be mastered in 
the fight.



Tech Spec
Model Name R.A.T. DWS

Sensor System

Sensor Name PAW3335DB

Sensor Type Optical

DPI (Dot Per Inch) Max 16,000

IPS (Inch per Second) 400

Acceleration 40G

Polling Rate 1ms

Design

Shape Ergonomic, Right-Handed

Grip Style Universal

Number of Buttons 14

Profile 4

Switch 60 million click life

Adjustability Palm Rest

Extra Accessories
Palm Rest (Sliver)

Pinkie Rest (Rubber)
Pinkie Rest (Wing)

Weight (g) 113

Dimension (L x W x H) 113 x 87 x 38 mm

Battery
1 AA Battery

Up to 200 hours 2.4GHz
Up to 300 hours Bluetooth

Compatibility System Requirements Windows® 7, 8, 10
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